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IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE, KAMRUP,  

GUWAHATI. 

 

 

Present    :    Md. I. Hussain, AJS 

             Additional Sessions Judge, 
     Kamrup, Guwahati 

 

 

Sessions (Spl) No. 71(K)/08 

U/S 20(b) (ii) (B)NDPS Act 

 

  

       State of Assam     …… Complainant 
 

       -- Vs -- 

 

Allauddin Ansari       ------ Accused.  

 
  

APPEARANCE 

 

For the accused persons : Mrs. S. Kour Advocate 
     

For the Complainant  : Mr. G. Das, Addl. P.P. 
 

 
Date of Argument   : 29.07.2011 

 
 Date of Judgment   : 11.08.2011 
 

JUDGMENT 

 

 The prosecution Case in brief is that on 03.09.07 at 

about 3.10 P.M at platform No. 2 of the Rangia Railway 

Station, UB Constable No. 95 Harun Rashid of Gossaigaon 

GRP P.P. detected one ash coloured canvas carry bag 

containing 5 packets of suspected Ganja with the accused 
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persons. Harun Rashid came to collect some official papers 

from the office of the Deputy Superintendent, Railway 

Police, Rangia. Accused person was detained along with the 

bag and informed Rangia GRPS. On receipt of information 

vide authority slip from Dy. Supdt. Railway Police to take 

necessary action in to the matter, the complainant Troilakya 

Talukdar, Inspector of G.R.P.S, Rangia started investigation 

vide G.D. Entry No. 66 dated 03.09.2007. During 

investigation, complainant along with his staff rushed to the 

place of occurrence. On searching the accused person at 

Platform No.2 Rangia Railway Station, 5 (five) packets of 

suspected ganja recovered from the said place. Then the 

police personnel took the person with whom the bag was 

found to R.M.S. weight machine and ascertained the weight 

of suspected ganja as 15.00 Kgs. The ganjas were seized 

and searched in presence of the witnesses and collected the 

samples on the spot for chemical examination. On 25.10.07 

the result of examination was received from the FSL, 

Kahilipara, Guwahati as positive tests for cannabis ganja. In 

course of investigation, complainant arrested the accused 

Allauddin Ansari U/S 20(b) of N.D.P.S. Act. After receiving 

the report of chemical examination, charge sheet was 

submitted against the accused person under the said section 

of law. 
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 On appearance of the accused person before the court, 

copies of the materials under section 173 Cr.P.C. were 

furnished. As the accused filed a petition praying for legal 

aid as he is unable to engage advocate due to poor financial 

condition, Ld. Advocate Smt. Seema Baishya (Kaur) has 

been appointed to defend the accused at the State’s cost.  

On perusal of the materials and after hearing both sides, Ld. 

Addl. Sessions Judge Sjt. K. Dohotia framed charge against 

the accused person U/S 20(b)(ii)(B) of N.D.P.S. Act. The 

particulars of charge on being explained and interpreted to 

the accused person, he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried. 

 

 In the instant case the prosecution has examined 

altogether 6 (Six) witnesses including the Investigating 

Officer. Defence cross examined them to rebut the charge. 

After completion of prosecution evidence, accused person 

was examined U/S 313 of Cr.P.C. The plea of the defence is 

of total denial. Defence side has not adduced any defence 

witnesses. I have heard oral argument of both sides. Ld. 

Counsel for accused also submitted written argument.\ 

 

: Now the point for determination is : 

Whether the accused person on 03.09.07 at about 3.10 

PM at Platform No.2 at Rangia Railway Station was found 
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illegally possessing 15Kgs. of ganja violating the provision of 

N.D.P.S. Act? 

 

: Decision and Reasons thereof : 

 

 In order to bring home the charge, prosecution has 

examined Sri Gajendra Nath Deka as PW1, Const. 522 Babul 

Kalita as PW2, Sri Santosh Kamath as PW3, Sri Karuna 

Kanta Lahkar as PW4, Constable No. 95 Harun Rashid as 

PW5 and Trailokya Talukdar as PW6. 

 Record reveals that PW5 Harun Rashid caught the 

accused person along with the alleged ‘ganja’, so, let us 

examine the evidence of PW5 Harun Rashid. He stated in his 

evidence that on 02.09.2007 he was at Gossaigaon Railway 

Police Station and came to DSP (HQ), Rangia to bring 

inspection register. On the next day i.e. on 03.09.2007 at 

about 1 – 2 P.M. he collected the inspection register and 

came to Rangia Railway Station to go to Gossaigaon. He 

attended in a pan shop to take betel nut then saw a bag. 

After a while a person came, picked up the bag and ran 

away. So, PW5 also chased him and caught while the person 

tried to board the Lohit Express parked in Platform No. 1. 

The person was brought to platform No. 2. On being 

enquired about contents of the bag, he replied there 

contains ganja. So, he informed two other perwsons who 
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were in platform duty and handed over the person to the 

O/C Rangia Railway Police Station. As per direction of the 

O/C, the bag was opened and found 5 packets of ganja 

wrapped with polythene. Weight of the said ganja was 15 

Kg. and was seized. Ext. 3 is the seizure list and Ext. 3(3) is 

his signature. In cross he stated that at that time Babul 

Kalita and AC Kalita were in platform duty. The bag also 

contains clothes. He does not know clothes were seized or 

not. He was not present at the time of taking weight. Let us 

see how far this piece of evidence got support from the 

other witnesses. 

 PW2 Babul Kalita stated a different story not supporting 

the evidence of PW5 as regard catching of the person. PW2 

contradicted PW5 on the point of doing platform duty with 

PW5 Harun Rashid and Havildar Karuna Kanta Lahkar on the 

material day. He stated that accused was coming from 

platform No. 2 and was going on foot in railway line No. 1 

and they searched the bag on suspicion. These evidences 

are found not corroborating with the evidence of PW5. Again 

PW4 in his evidence though supported the fact that he saw 

that Harun Rashid chased one person through over bridge 

and he also followed but PW5 did not state this fact in his 

evidence. He even failed to state that PW4 Karuna Kanta 

Lahkar was also on duty on that day at the material time. 

PW3 Santosh Kamath was declared hostile and that portion 
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of the evidence was confronted with the I/O PW6. But, on 

perusal of the evidence of PW3, it appears that his evidence 

cannot be treated as independent seizure witness. Because, 

PW3 is working as porter in the railway station, so, naturally 

they are found to have under the control and direction of the 

Railway Police, though officially not subordinate. So, his 

evidence cannot be an added strength to the prosecution 

case. 

 PW6 Trailokya Talukdar stated that on 03.09.2007, 

constable Babul Kalita came to Rangia G.R.P.S. at 3.10 P.M. 

and informed that another constable Harun Rashid caught 

one person with a bag containing suspected ganja. This 

information was given to Deputy S.R.P. Pandu, who 

instructed PW6 to take necessary action. The information 

was entered in GD Entry No. 66 dated 03.09.2007. But, the 

GD entry was not exhibited by the prosecution side. 

Moreover, PW6, the I/O was very much silent as regard 

making of any GD entry when the information was first 

received from the constable Babul Kalita. PW6 vide Ext. 3 

seizure list seized the suspected ‘ganja’. Ext. 3(4) is his 

signature. On perusal of Ext. 3 seizure list, it appears that 

the suspected ganja was seized in presence of PW3 Santosh 

Kamath, PW4 Karuna Kanta Lahkar and PW5 Harun Rashid. 

These persons are not at all independent witnesses. On the 

other hand PW3 stated that at that time Lohit express 
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arrived. PW5 also stated that accused was caught while he 

tried to board Lohit express. So, at that time platform was 

crowded with passengers and the I/O could have brought 

independent witness in compliance of the provision of 

seizure and search. But no such attempt was taken by the 

PW6 I/O, which makes the prosecution case as weak and 

infirm. 

 PW6 the I/O stated in his evidence that he took sample 

from all the five packets of seized ganja and made two 

separate packets and sealed the packets in front of 

witnesses. One packet was sent for examination and the 

report received with positive result of cannabis. PW1 the 

Deputy Director, Drugs and narcotics Division, FSL, 

Kahilipara though stated in examination-in-chief that the 

sample was examined which gave positive test for cannabis 

(ganja) but in cross examination he stated that there was no 

seal on the polythene packet. This piece of evidence brought 

out by defence during cross examination makes the 

prosecution case shaky and inconsistent and casts doubt as 

regard allegation of commission of the offence. Moreover, 

the evidence of I/O also reveals that the sample was taken 

in presence of constable and havildar of railway Police and 

one Railway porter and not in presence of independent 

witnesses. Non compliance of the mandatory provision of 

law also makes the prosecution case weak and infirm and 
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failed to inspire confidence as regard the allegation brought 

against the accused person. Because, law provides that the 

sample must be taken in presence of independent witnesses 

and properly packed and sealed immediately after taking the 

sample. And such seal packed sample should be sent for 

examination. But, in the instant case, it appears that the 

sample sent for examination was not with properly sealed 

and packed as appeared from the evidence of PW1. These 

anomalies on the part of the Investigating Officer creates 

doubt as to the allegation brought against the accused 

person. 

 Ld. Advocate in course of argument submitted that 

seized article was not produced during trial of the case and 

hence accused is highly prejudiced in not getting chance to 

cross examine the I/O on drawing of sample, packing, 

proper sealing etc. Defence relied on 2004(3) SCC 562 and 

prayed to give benefit of doubt as observed by Hon’ble Apex 

Court. I have gone through the cited case law and found 

that Hon’ble Apex Court held that non production of seized 

drugs (charas and ganja) before trial court is not a mere 

procedural irregularity, it cause prejudice to the accused and 

hence fatal to the prosecution case. On perusal of evidence 

of PW2, PW4, PW5 and PW6, it appears that the seized 

articles were not produced at the time of the trial. So, in 
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view of the above observation of the Hon’ble Apex Court, 

accused is entitled to get benefit of doubt.  

 In view of the above discussion and reasons stated, I 

have come to the conclusion that the prosecution has failed 

to bring home the charge against the accused person 

beyond all reasonable doubt. Hence, I find and hold the 

accused Allauddin Ansari as not guilty of the offence 

punishable under section 20(b)(ii)(B) of the NDPS Act. So, 

accused person is acquitted on benefit of doubt and set 

liberty. His bail bond stand discharged. 

 Judgment prepared and delivered in the open Court on 

this 11th day of August 2011 under my hand and seal. 

 

 

                                                         Addl. Sessions Judge 

                                                           Kamrup, Guwahati   

 

APPENDIX 

 

A. Prosecution Witness 

1. PW1 – Sri Gajendra Nath Deka 

2. PW2 – Sri Babul Kalita 

3. PW3 – Sri Santosh Kamath 

4. PW4 – Sri Sri Karuna Kanta Lahkar 

5. PW5 – Sri Harun Rashid 
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6. PW6 – Sri Trailokya Talukdar (I/O). 

 

B. Prosecution Exhibits – 

1. Ext. 1 – Forensic report 

2. Ext. 3 – Seizure list. 

3. Ext. 4 – F.I.R. 

4. Ext. 5 – The Charge sheet. 

5. Ext. 6 – Statement of Santosh Kamath 

 

 

                                                        Addl. Sessions Judge 

                                                           Kamrup, Guwahati 


